Open recoil loops are often interpreted as a consequence of a breakdown in exchange coupling and attributed to the decoupled soft phase in exchange-coupled permanent magnets. However, in element-specific recoil loop measurements on Sm-Co/ Fe exchange spring magnets, the authors found that the open recoil loops were present not only in the soft ͑Fe͒ layer but also in the hard ͑Sm-Co͒ layer, and were not a consequence of exchange coupling breakdown between the soft and hard layers. Comparison between the experimental results and micromagnetic calculations reveals that the observed open recoil loops originate from the anisotropy variations in the Sm-Co layer.
By combining the high magnetic anisotropy of a magnetically hard phase and the high saturation moment of a magnetically soft phase, exchange-coupled nanocomposite permanent magnets can have magnetic properties that are superior to those of single-phase magnets.
1,2 In nanocomposite magnets, the exchange coupling between the two phases is the principal mechanism of their enhanced maximum energy product values.
1 Therefore, understanding the nature of magnetic interactions at the interface is important for designing nanocomposite magnets with optimal hard magnetic properties.
Recoil measurements have been often used to characterize exchange-coupled nanocomposite permanent magnets because the recoil characteristics are sensitive to interphase conditions, as demonstrated by previous studies. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Recoil loops are measured by removing and reapplying a demagnetizing field to a magnetic material, as the demagnetizing field is increased successively. Open recoil loops refer to the situation where the magnetizing and demagnetizing branches do not overlap, thereby enclosing an area. Time-independent open recoil loops are usually interpreted as a sign of incomplete exchange coupling. Since open recoil loops are typically absent in single-phase magnets, the presence of open recoil loops is seen as a manifestation of breakdown in the exchange coupling and the enclosed area is attributed to the decoupled volume in the soft phase. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In addition, other factors, such as coercivity distribution and the volume fraction of the constituent phases, are also found to be important in understanding the origin of open recoil loops.
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In the present work, we report element-resolved recoil hysteresis loops from Sm-Co/ Fe exchange-spring magnet films 1,2 in addition to bulk magnetometry measurements and micromagnetic simulations. The exchange-spring bilayer structure 12, 13 provides a convenient system to study fundamental properties since individual layer thickness can be controlled. Using x-ray resonant magnetic scattering ͑XRMS͒ magnetometry, 14 we extracted recoil loops from the Fe and Sm-Co layers separately. The measurements show that open recoil loops are present not only in the soft phase layer but also in the hard phase layer. Our experimental and simulation results reveal that the onset of the open recoil loops is not necessarily a direct consequence of exchange coupling breakdown between the two phases but rather originates from variations in the Sm-Co layer anisotropy.
Two epitaxial Sm-Co/ Fe exchange-spring bilayer samples with in-plane uniaxial anisotropy were fabricated using magnetron sputtering, as described in Refs. 13 and 15. Sm-Co layers with a nominal Sm 2 Co 7 composition were grown on MgO͑110͒ substrates with an epitaxial Cr͑211͒ buffer layer. For one sample ͑labeled T100͒, the Fe layer was deposited at 100°C. For the other sample ͑labeled T400͒, the Fe layer was deposited at 400°C to increase the interdiffusion at the Sm-Co/ Fe interface. Thus, any differences in the magnetic behaviors between the two are expected to be caused by the modifications near the Sm-Co/ Fe interfacial region.
Recoil loops were measured on the samples with vibrating sample magnetometry ͑VSM͒, as shown in Fig. 1 . The recoil measurements show open areas enclosed by the demagnetizing and recoil curves, indicating the presence of irreversible processes during the recoil measurements. The major demagnetizing curves show that the nucleation field is increased and the irreversible switching field is decreased for the T400 sample, in comparison with the T100 sample. These characteristic changes are attributed to an enhanced exchange coupling effectiveness due to interdiffusion. exchange coupling led to the use of the area of the recoil loop as a measure of the strength of the exchange coupling. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] While the VSM results provide the aggregate magnetic response from the samples, the XRMS magnetometry provides the magnetization behavior of each layer separately. The XRMS measurements were performed at beamline 4ID-C of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. 17 The XRMS measurements were made at the Fe L 3 and Sm M 4 absorption edges to probe the Fe and Sm-Co layers, respectively. Element-specific recoil magnetization hysteresis loops were obtained by collecting the asymmetry ratio 18 at 200 K as a function of external magnetic field H at a fixed x-ray energy and specular angle ͑ϳ10°͒. At low angles, the XRMS signal is sensitive to the response only from the top portion of the Fe or Sm-Co layers due to x-ray absorption effect. To estimate the probing depth in our XRMS measurements, we calculated an electric field intensity profile inside the film layers for each measurement. 15, 19 Based on the calculations, 80% of the measured XRMS signals are from the top 5 nm of the 20 nm thick Fe layer ͑near the Fe/cap interface͒ and the top 10 nm of the 20 nm thick Sm-Co layer ͑near the Sm-Co/ Fe interface͒.
The element-specific recoil loops from the two samples are shown in Fig. 2 . When the magnitude of the applied demagnetizing field is small, both Fe and Sm recoil curves are completely reversible. As the demagnetizing field increases in magnitude, enclosed areas appear in both Fe and Sm recoil loops. Moreover, the areas appear and disappear concurrently in the two layers. The area enclosed by a recoil loop persists until the demagnetizing field is much greater than the coercive field of the Sm major loop. Open recoil loops, measured by bulk magnetometry, as in Fig. 1 , are often attributed to the decoupled soft phase. [5] [6] [7] [8] In contrast, our element-specific measurements show that the open recoil loops are present not only in the soft ͑Fe͒ layer but also in the hard ͑Sm-Co͒ layer in our two samples that have different interface morphologies and exchange coupling effectiveness. In Fig. 2 , the major Sm-demagnetization curve from the T400 sample shows more abrupt changes, indicating that the switching field distribution of the Sm-Co layer is narrower than that of the T100 sample. The different distributions contribute to the observed difference between the recoil loops from the two samples. Overall, the open recoil loops from the T400 sample are thicker ͑larger ⌬M͒ since a higher fraction of the Sm-Co volume is perturbed by a given demagnetizing field, in comparison with the T100 sample. Otherwise, the open recoil loops from the two samples are similar in terms of their overall behavior. The exchange coupling effectiveness between the Fe and Sm-Co does influence the open recoil loops since it affects the switching field distribution. However, the exchange coupling does not appear to have a simple correlation with the open recoil loops.
In Fig. 2 , normalized remanence curves from the element-specific recoil loops are shown as insets. For each sample, the Fe remanence curve mimics its Sm counterpart. This behavior is striking, considering the Fe volume responsible for the measured Fe XRMS recoil loops is spatially separated from the Sm-Co volume responsible for the Sm XRMS recoil loops. This result indicates that the presence of the open recoil loops may not be a consequence of a breakdown in interphase exchange coupling. If the breakdown were associated with open recoil loops, the top region of the Fe layer, which contributes most to the XRMS curves while being the farthest from the Sm-Co/ Fe interface, would be the first region to become decoupled and reversible again.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the Fe layer becomes irreversible and open recoil loops appear in both layers only after the demagnetizing field is sufficiently high to initiate magnetization reversal in the Sm-Co layer. This suggests that the open recoil loops are related to domain formation in the Sm-Co layer. Moreover, the similarity between the Fe and Sm remanence curves suggests that, at H = 0, the Fe layer mirrors the domain configuration in the Sm-Co layer below with the same area fraction of the reversed domains. One of the possible origins of this partial reversal is anisotropy variations in the hard layer. A previous study using high-resolution electron microscopy had shown that similarly grown nominally Sm 2 Co 7 films contained a mixture of SmCo 3 and SmCo 5 phases due to stacking disorder along the c axis. 20 There may be some weak Sm-Co grains with different anisotropy values in our films as well.
To illustrate that a distribution in hard phase anisotropy would give rise to the kind of hysterestic recoil behavior observed in our XRMS measurements, we simulated recoil measurements on the same Sm-Co/ Fe bilayer structure using micromagnetic calculations.
21 Figure 3͑a͒ shows the model Sm-Co/ Fe structure for our simulations. The model includes three weak Sm-Co grains with reduced magnitudes of Sm-Co anisotropy. The simulated volume is L x ϫ L y ϫ L z = 300ϫ 300ϫ 40 nm 3 with periodic conditions in the x and y directions. The simulation cell size was 1 ϫ 300ϫ 1 nm 3 so that the anisotropy value was varied in the x and z directions only. The anisotropy values of the three weak Sm-Co grains are 22%, 21%, and 20% of the nominal value K 0 =5 ϫ 10 7 erg/ cm 3 . Meanwhile other parameters are fixed using the parameters from Ref. 13 , i.e., there is no weakening of the exchange coupling between the Fe and Sm-Co layers, or between the normal and weak Sm-Co grains.
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In Fig. 3͑g͒ , the total and the individual Fe and Sm-Co layer contributions are plotted separately. Consistent with our XRMS experimental results, the open recoil loops are present in both layers with the same remanence values for both layers. As the demagnetizing field H increases, the Fe layer reverses its magnetization first ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. Magnetization reversal initiates in the Sm-Co grain with the smallest The domain nucleation in the hard layer can be considered as a consequence of the coupling breakdown between Sm-Co grains. However, this breakdown is inherently different from an interphase coupling breakdown. Thus, it is important to recognize that routine open recoil loop measurements on nanocomposite magnets do not provide straightforward information about the extent of interphase exchange couplings, as evidenced by the comparison between our two samples.
Using an element-sensitive magnetic characterization technique, we have measured recoil loops on exchangecoupled nanocomposite magnets. Our element-resolved re- 
